1. Declaration of Quorum and Call Meeting to Order

2. Appeal of Questions- Fire Battalion Chief’s Exam given on June 28, 2019
   - Question “E” from Knowledge of Territories - M. Molis
   - Question 10 from Written Exam - M. Molis
   - Question 15 from Written Exam - J. Hutson
   - Question 23 from Written Exam - J. Hutson
   - Question 25 from Written Exam - J. Hutson / M. Molis
   - Question 95 from Written Exam - J. Hutson

3. Appeal of Questions- Fire Engineer’s Exam given on June 28, 2019
   - Question 4 from Written Exam – M. Stuart
   - Question 35 from Written Exam – R. Diaz Jr.
   - Question 59 from Written Exam – R. Diaz Jr.

4. Adjourn

I certify that the above Notice of Meeting was posted in a place convenient to the public on the 9th of July, 2019, by 5:00 p.m.